
 

Tiger Wheel & Tyre opens in Newcastle

The doors have just opened to a new Tiger Wheel & Tyre fitment store on 72 Allen Street in Newcastle, KZN, making it the
first one in the area. Local residents and commuters to the area now have ready access to services and the global wheel
and tyre brands.

Mohammed Osman, store manager, says he and his staff look forward to welcoming customers to the store. "We are proud
to bring the Tiger Wheel & Tyre name, product and service offering to Newcastle," says Osman.

The Newcastle store offers the full complement of services and leading brands that customers have learned to expect from
Tiger Wheel & Tyre. Professionally trained fitment staff work their magic in four state of the art fitment bays and two
alignment bays, while customers wait in the comfort of the hospitality area or browse the ultra-modern showroom with its
impressive array of big wheel and tyre brands, like Continental, Yokohama, Michelin, Goodyear, Pirelli, BFGoodrich,
Hankook and Tiger Wheel & Tyre's exclusive world-class Velocity tyre brand. What's more, you can now have your battery
tested for free and should it need replacing, you can have it replaced in store with a best in class automotive battery from
ATLASBX.

Whichever vehicle you drive for work or play, Tiger Wheel & Tyre has the wheels and tyres to fulfil your needs. Choose
tyres and the wheels to match for everything from high performance and ultra-high performance cars to passenger, 4x4,
SUV, LDV and luxury vehicles and all in the very latest available styles.

"If you live or work in Newcastle, you're invited to visit us. Browse and shop or relax and enjoy a cup of coffee while we do
the hard work. And if you don't need service right now and are just curious to explore our new store, you're welcome too -
we'd love to you show you around."

Tiger Wheel & Tyre Newcastle is located at 72 Allen Street, Newcastle and can be reached on +27 (0)34 326-8118 or visit
www.twt.to for more.
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